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Résumé / summary
Context : The enhancement of the optical properties associated with localized surface plasmon resonances in metallic
objects with dimensions at the nanometric scale (nano-resonnators) find
numerous applications in nanophotonics. 2D arrays of such nano-resonators
are known as metasurfaces. The fabrication capabilities allow now to
elaborate nanostructures with complex shapes yielding new original optical
properties. In particular there is a strong interest in creating polarized
structural colors which may be observable only under particular conditions
and would yield anti-counterfeit tags. We have shown recently that 2D
resonators could exhibit optical activity [1]. This opens the way to the creation
of circularly polarized structural colors.
Project : During the internship we aim at analyze the polarized colors that can be obtained with metasurfaces. The link
between the shape of the nano-resonators and the perceived color in relation with the observation conditions will be
established numerically and experimentally. The first part of the internship will be to develop a Matlab code to analyze
the polarized colors obtained with the metasurfaces already studied in our group. The second part of the internship will
concern the realization of test metasurfaces in the clean room of the INSP using e-beam lithography. The polarization
dependent colors will then be measured and compared to the ones calculated in the first part.
This work may be further developed during a PhD thesis where different polarized images will be intricate along
different polarization states. The understanding of microscopic origin of the creation of circular polarization in
metasurfaces and of the influence of diffraction will be used to create more vivid colors.
[1] J. Proust, et al., ACS Photonics 3, 1581-1588 (2016)
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